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CLAUDIU IONESCU   |    Founder & Director, MASONIC FORUM Magazine

Tom a fost un important 
factor de echilibru al 
masoneriei mondiale

Tom was an important 
balancing factor of 
World Freemasonry

THOMAS JACKSON a trecut la 

Era în spital, respira greu. A avut 

România. 
Thomas W. Jackson a fost un 

Revista FORUM MASONIC, al 

acordat. Am intervievat membri ai elitei masoneriei 

au publicat articole în FORUM MASONIC.

sprijinul efectiv lui Thomas Jackson pentru a 

nefavorabile. 

important factor de echilibru al masoneriei 
universale. Trecerea lui la Orientul Etern este o 

mai departe de oamenii cu care a colaborat 
îndeaproape. Revista FORUM MASONIC

THOMAS JACKSON has passed 
on to the Eternal Orient at the end 

I last spoke to Tom right 
before Christmas. He was in the 
hospital and was breathing 
heavily. He had Covid and other 
comorbidities. He told me he had 
no regrets, that he had lived life 
to the fullest, and then he thanked 
me for my friendship and for 
publishing his books in Romania. 
I felt a lump in my throat and I 
barely managed to say a few 
words thanking him. I am deeply 
honored that he chose me as his 
Romanian publisher.

Thomas W. Jackson was an 

Freemason.
The MASONIC FORUM Magazine, where he was an 

Honorary Director, owes an immense debt to him for 
his endorsement abroad. I have interviewed members 
from the World Masonry’s elite and the most 
important Masonic researchers have published their 
papers in the MASONIC FORUM.

Romanian Freemasonry owes a huge debt to him. 
Tom supported Romania first of all because of his 

debt to him. More than once have I witnessed talks 
where Masonic officials from various jurisdictions 
were asking Thomas Jackson for advice or support 
in order to solve various internal or international 
issues.

I dare say that Thomas Jackson was an important 
balancing factor of World Freemasonry. His passing 
to the Eternal Orient is a great loss for the Craft. His 
legacy will be taken forward by his closest 
collaborators. The MASONIC FORUM magazine will 
keep his memory alive and will continue to promote 
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Drept Respectabilul Frate Thomas W. Jackson, 

Secretari din America de Nord, Centrul de Informare 

Masonice.
Tom Jackson a avut calitatea de membru onorific 

Onoare în 20, inclusiv Mare Maestru de Onoare în 

the human and masonic values that Tom believed in 
and fought for.

ad vitam of this organization.
Tom Jackson was an ardent supporter of Masonic 

research and education, serving as Empowered 

He also held leadership positions in many 
organizations of the Craft, including the Conference 

Restoration Foundation and the Association of 
Masonic Arts. 

12 jurisdictions. 
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Claudiu Ionescu

THOMAS JACKSON

Freemasonry and 
Modern Society

din istorie, din trecut sau din 

nevoie de Francmasonerie. Nu se 

filosofic al Francmasoneriei – 

oamenii buni – a contribuit la 

Indiferent cât de mult va mai 

zone ale lumii. Din nou, atitudinea omului modern 

I don’t think there’s any time 
in history, in the past or the 
present, that Freemasonry would 
not be needed by mankind. 
The philosophical purpose of 
Freemasonry – to make good men 
better – cannot be denied as a 
factor in the evolution of civil 
societies. No matter how long the 

there can never be a period in any 
history that the philosophical 
purpose of Freemasonry would 

not benefit society. 

I think when you’re trying to answer a question 
like that you almost always have to look at the area of 

in my travels around the world is that Freemasonry 
plays a significant role, but different roles in different 
societies in different areas of the world. Modern 
man’s attitude toward Freemasonry, again, would be 

in much of the world Freemasonry is still playing an 
important role, and modern man’s relationship to it 

in the United States, I’m more aware of what’s taking 
place here – I think modern man’s attitude toward 
Freemasonry in North America is simply that the vast 

one time in North America was a very vital player in 
the development of American society. In fact, in all 
probability, the democratic structure of our country 
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atitudinilor masonice. 

nou de zona despre care vorbim. În Europa de Vest, de 

sunt la fel de importante ca în Europa de Vest. 

mari decât în restul lumii, din mai multe motive. În 

as a result I don’t have much restriction on myself 
saying that what America is today is a result of 
Masonic attitudes. 

Certainly many of the great patriots of North 
America were Freemasons and their influence was 
greatly involved in the structuring of the democratic 
society in America. Now, if you go to different parts 
of the world then the attitude towards Freemasonry 
varies, depending again upon the area of the world 

Freemasonry still plays a significant role in the 
operation of Western European societies. 

If you go to Australia, Australia is far more 
characteristic of the American Freemasonry, so 
their respect, their attitude toward Freemasonry is 
not as significant as it is in Western Europe. 

In Eastern Europe it’s, again, a different situation. 
Freemasonry in Eastern Europe is relatively new, and 
as a consequence it plays a probably – or at least can 
play – a greater role in the evolution of Eastern 
European societies. 

American society. They probably face a greater 

much of the world, for a number of reasons. First of all, 

America, and as a result there’s a resistance to Masonic 

it still continues to play a vital role in our society. 

great supporter of Freemasonry, issuing a papal 
boule back in the 1700s, certainly even when 
Freemasonry was just getting structured. 

yet Freemasonry is still able to play a vital role in their 
evolution.

Sursa / Source: https://youtube.com/c/masonicforum
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MICHAEL KRAUS 

a lui Tom Jackson

We must guard Tom’s 
masonic legacy!

tele meu de masonerie, Edmund 
(Ted) D. Harrison: „Tocmai am aflat 

urmate de multe altele, printre care Austria. Mai târziu 

It was just before yearend 2021 
when I received the message from 
my fraternal companion Edmund 
(Ted) D. Harrison: “I have just 
learned of the passing of Tom 
Jackson, truly the greatest man 
and mason I have known. May he 
rest in peace and may we dedicate 
ourselves to follow the principles 
he so clearly demonstrated 

Even if we have to be careful 
with such absolute statements, it 
prompted me to immediately 
respond as follows: 

“My brethren, I really hope the 
Masonic World (yes literally, the 
world) grasps the chance of this 
very sad occasion to remember his 
incredible contributions in building 

worldwide chain, but in reality we are not. He was one 
of the few who not only had a vision for its possible 
realization, he contributed incredibly to pave the way, 
travelling, speaking, writing, building bridges and 
above all courageously addressing incompetence, 

always positive, alert, listening and learning. For us 
Europeans he was proof that the old American spirit 
in Masonry still has its place in our future. We must 

at that time, Alfred Koska. Alfred was instrumental in 

Initiative which was created in February 2000 in the 
City of Sinaia in Romania. It was an assembly of mostly 

Netherlands and Italy at the beginning and many 
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Regulare.

give it more and official character by calling it 
European Masonic Forum (EMF). The very ambitious 
and very successful initiative constantly included an 

silent observer –, and it was only a year later that the 

This was the end of EMF and also the end of the 
ambitious concept.

Tom Jackson was a very strong supporter and 
missionary of these initiatives and he was widely 
listened to throughout the masonic world in his 

resolutions. While the idea of such a platform was 
European, it was organized as a US institution, 
probably also because Masonry in the United States 

sovereignty and independence. The latter being an 
almost religious aspect of European conception of the 

that this institution has survived until today is widely 

them, including myself, had withdrawn their candidacy 

audience, being also published in MASONIC FORUM
Magazine. 

Tom had many human and intellectual qualities. He 
was particularly ambitious and successful in making 
friends around the globe, mostly in connection with 
his personal hobby, hunting and fishing. In his masonic 
attitude he saw himself both in the role of a good and 
brave soldier, but also as a courageous and very 
outspoken masonic politician. He not only detected 
the deficiencies and weaknesses of our organization, 
he addressed them openly and without mercy. He 
meticulously avoided though to use his position in the 
World Conference to discuss and possibly install 
mechanisms of fighting such deficiencies and solve 
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FORUM MASONIC.

prieteni buni discutând despre nevoia de a deveni una 

plecat de la mai multe sesiuni de negocieri în care 

problems, like it is done e.g. in the Conference of North 

to be in line with the Constitution of the World 
Conference.

I had many arguments with him in my function as 
leader in EMF and later as HIS candidate for his 

but he was reluctant and cautious in making any 

awarded him a lot of sympathies with many of the 

marvelous contributions to the masonic World by 
quoting him in his written message to the CMI 
Conference in Tijuana in 2012:

“My brothers each one of us has been granted the 
great privilege of holding membership in a fraternal 
organization that changed the course of civilization. 
Each one of us was deemed worthy to be given the 
opportunity of continuing to contribute to the 
ongoing evolution of civil societies. Each one of us 

linked to some of the greatest men and greatest 
minds that ever lived. 

Now, we must ask ourselves do we deserve this 

cannot even be a brother to each other within the 

I have now sat for several years and listened to not 
only Masonic brothers but good friends discuss the 
need to become one and to develop agreeable plans to 
do so. I have walked away from several negotiating 
sessions where the same brothers and friends signed 
their names on a solemn pledge of agreement to resolve 
their differences. Even as they have remained friends, 
Freemasonry has become a dividing issue rather than 
a unifying brotherhood. How can this happen in an 
organization where it’s very precepts are not to divide 
but to unify; not to be intolerable but to preach 
toleration, not to condemn each other but to reach out 
to each other as a brother.

This world needs our philosophy and our precepts 
as a contributory premise to craft the men who will 
continue to build our societies. The fundamental 
principles of Freemasonry played a major role 
through its members in leading the way in the world’s 
struggles for freedom, liberty and equality of men. 
The world probably needs this guidance more today 
than ever in our past. The leadership of today’s world 
societies seems more intent on fermenting discord 
than on cementing peace. This is where Freemasons, 
those good men who were made better, through the 
fundamental teachings of Freemasonry could play a 
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Francmasoneriei au jucat, prin membrii, ei un rol 

fundamentale ale Francmasoneriei, ar putea juca un 

pentru pace.

altora care au fost liderii responsabili care au contribuit 

Francmasoni, din domenii atât de diferite, care au 

Fleming, Harry Truman, Winston Churchill, Rudyard 
Kipling, Voltaire, Douglas MacArthur, John Wayne, 

în viitorul lumii.

vital role in what should be its ongoing quest for 
peace.

My brothers, reflect back on the names of Simon 

host of others who were the responsible leaders who 
contributed to the creation of the world as we know it 
today and who were Freemasons. Reflect back to so 
many other great men, Freemasons, in so many diverse 
fields who contributed to the creation of a peaceful 
and stable world environment. Men like, Amadeus 

Winston Churchill, Rudyard Kipling, Voltaire, Douglas 

Where are the men like those in our fraternity 

and spiritually in our teachings and actions that we are 

permitted the egos of lesser men to contribute to the 

Freemasonry is growing in my many parts of the 
world at a more rapid rate than it has for a couple of 

growth of Freemasonry in Africa is offering an 
opportunity that we have not seen for many years to 
play a major role in the world’s future. 

is presenting one of the greatest threats to our future 
that we have ever seen. This dissension is giving the 
opportunity for the spread of irregular forms of 
Freemasonry lacking the fundamental landmarks and 
protocols that made us great and creating competing 

My brothers, there is only one place to lay the 
blame for this dissension and deterioration and that 
is on the shoulders of the leadership of Freemasonry 
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din trecut au impus un standard filosofic pe baza 

today. That is upon you in upon me. If the Craft fails 
to maintain or regain its rightful place in society, we 
have no one to blame but ourselves. Ego bloated 
individuals with an unwillingness to place the future 
of Freemasonry ahead of their own personal gain will 
be responsible for our failure and they have no 
business being Freemasons. One observation I have 
made is that those most responsible do not see 
themselves in that position. Do we really want to be 

Almost from its inception as a speculative fraternity, 
Freemasonry has been under attack by governmental 
and religious leaders because we did not fit into the 
mold of absolute submission to their dictates. Our 

on religion and politics were not acceptable to these 

acceptance of their dictates.
And yet, in spite of all of the ongoing attacks by 

our enemies, Freemasonry has not only survived, it 
has thrived as an organized speculative fraternity for 

earth where there was freedom to practice it and in 
many cases that freedom to practice it was won by 
the leadership of Freemasons. Make no doubt about 
it, my brothers, without Freemasonry this world 
would be a vastly different place. Our brothers of the 
past have set a philosophical standard upon which 
any civilized society can thrive. We have structured 
a premise that could well serve as a template for 
universal world peace.

And yet, I continue to travel the world searching 
for solutions to unify regular Freemasonry only to 
find that the egos of a few prevent the unification of 

we can’t succeed than to suggestions on how we can 
succeed.

Many years ago I said, I would rather see 
Freemasonry die, being recorded in history as a great 
organization that contributed to a mankind rather 
than to survive as less than it can and should be. I do 
not want to be recorded in history as being part of the 
generation that led to the destruction of it.

actions contribute to the ongoing success of the 
greatest organization ever conceived by the mind of 

It is my strong conviction that Masonry today 
needs many more personalities like Tom Jackson and 
much more attention to the problems we are 
confronted with.
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Stiluri de masonerie Styles of Freemasonry

Francmasoneriei oriunde în lume ar afecta ceea ce 

risticile filosofice ale începutului Francmasoneriei. 

Când ajungem la America de Nord descoperim un 

filosofic al Francmasoneriei este universal. Indiferent 

proceduri, la nivel de operare, Francmasoneria 

American Freemasonry or Freemasonry in any way in 
the world affecting what you refer to as a balance of 

that we were not aware of in the past. When I first 

impressed with the type of Freemasonry that I saw 
practiced there. As you are aware, in some of my 

I placed the different areas of the world in the 

of the philosophical characteristics of the beginning 

there was a difference there, I found that what they 
did was more idealistic than Freemasonry that was 
found in Western Europe and I referred to it as the 
sociological style because it was driven more by the 
sociology of the environment. When we come into 
North America, North American Freemasonry is a 

on raising money to give to charities, and I referred to 
North American Freemasonry as a terrible style of 
Freemasonry. Now, what my intent was when I began 
working with the World Conference was to allow the 

Freemasonries of the world, to see each other and to 
see that there is a difference in the way that they 
operate. Now, as far as how that impacted Traditional 
Freemasonry – I don’t think it impacted it at all, 
because the philosophical purpose of Freemasonry is 
universal. No matter where you go in the world, you 
know Freemasonry simply by its philosophical 
purpose, and that’s simply “to take good men and 

operation, that’s where it varies and you may think 
that there is a difference in the balance of power 
simply because now you are seeing more Freemasonry 

Claudiu Ionescu

THOMAS JACKSON
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aceste zone ale lumii.

ale Francmasoneriei. Eu plasez Europa de Vest în 

chiar distrus Francmasoneria în Europa de Est. Timp 

Francmasoneria. 

îl admir enorm la Europa de Est: în primul rând, 

Orients. If the balance of power depends upon the 
voting that takes place in the World Conference, then 
there’s certainly a difference in the influence that 
these areas of the world may generate. 

I don’t know that there’s a difference between 
Eastern and Western Freemasonry – there is a 
difference in the way that the Freemasonry operates. 
And again I refer back to what I have regarded as 

and there definitely was Freemasonry – in many of 
these European countries decades ago, before 
communism, Nazism and different totalitarian forms 
of government impacted the Freemasonry, and in fact 
destroyed Freemasonry in Eastern Europe. And for 

the Eastern European countries. Freemasonry now is 
permitted to operate in these countries, but when I 
first came into Eastern Europe – and the first country 
I visited in Eastern Europe was Romania, and that was 
back in the year 2000 – the one thing I noted in my 
travels through Eastern Europe was that I was dealing 
with a different mindset in the peoples of Eastern 

seemed to be an inherent, or at least acquired, distrust 
towards organizations. And there was a greater need 
for Freemasonry to display to Eastern European 
countries its purpose. The difference that I find 
between Eastern Europe and, in fact, any other 
country in the world is simply the need for the public 
to adjust to the freedom of being able to have an 

There is a great challenge for Freemasonry in 
Eastern Europe, and there will be a great challenge 
for a long time to come until the public in Eastern 
European countries adjusts to that form of freedom 
that you have not known for so long. One thing I have 
found, though, that I admire greatly in Eastern Europe: 
first of all, it’s your selectivity. Most of the men that 
I have found in Eastern European Freemasonry are 
intellectual, dedicated individuals to the organization. 
This may not always be true, but it certainly is more 
true than I’ve found in Freemasonry in other parts of 

of educated individuals comprising Freemasonry in 
Eastern Europe. When I say educated I mean with 
academic degrees. Far greater percentage of your 
membership hold academic degrees from universities 
than I find in many other parts of the world.

Sursa / Source: https://youtube.com/c/masonicforum
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ANDREY BOGDANOV  

Amintiri despre 
Tom Jackson

Memories of 
Tom Jackson

proclamat Mare Maestru al Marii 

punctul culminant al celui mai 

istoria Francmasoneriei Ruse. Sper 

Am devenit prieteni de atunci. 

respectiv.

Au fost aproape cincisprezece ani de prietenie, 

la cât de mult circula cu avionul.

Now and till the end of my life I 
keep in my memory his voice, loudly 
saying “For the first, second and 
third time I hail, salute and proclaim 

him as such and salute him by 

Thomas Jackson installed and 

was the culmination of the most 
difficult annual communication in 
all the history of the Russian 
Freemasonry. I hope Tom did at 
that moment the choice that he 
never had to regret.

We became friends since then. 

tangled maze of the world masonic system. I was 
impatiently looking forward for every meeting with 
him. I tried as much as I could to ask questions about 
the history, traditions but also about the managerial 
side of the masonic work. Tom was responding those 
questions with an infinite patience. And what was 
amazingly important is that most of that information 
could not be retrieved from any other source would it 
be the Internet or any imaginable books. He knew 

rituals their current situation.

me was the science of building the fraternal relations 
in any situation and to be sensitive to any problems 

he learned being Apprentice and that he kept till the 
highest positions in Freemasonry.

It was almost fifteen years of friendship, we met 
multiple times in different countries and on different 
continents. My preferred joke was then telling him 
that he should be named honorary pilot of all the 
Americas for the number of flights he does.

memorable. He visited Russia seven times in fifteen 
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years. And every visit was like a lesson for all the 
Russian freemasons. There were no boring lectures, 
all our talks were very instructive, and we always 
could appreciate his incomparable sense of humour.

It’s difficult to use the past tense when speaking 
about Tom. I just don’t want to tell him goodbye. 
I always feel like at some upcoming annual 
communication he’ll come again to tap me on the 
shoulder and to say: “well, now we take a glass of 
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Problemele de ast
ale Masoneriei

Problems facing 
Freemasonry today

de un profesor mason din Australia, pe nume Kent 

Here, again, Claudiu, in order to answer a question 
like that I think it’s necessary that we go back into the 
different areas of the world that you are referring to. 

loss in membership numbers and the decrease in 
quality of the composition of the organization. I just 
read a paper that was done by a Masonic scholar in 
Australia by the name of Kent Anderson, and he did a 

wrote a paper called “The Future of Freemasonry in 

Argentina and North America (United States, Canada), 
the different areas of the world. And what that study 
did was show that every country in the world – and 

country in the world that had Freemasonry had a 
positive increase in membership ranging between 

the result of the withdrawal of Allied troops, the 

is the style of Freemasonry that we have evolved into: 
a charitable style. Freemasonry in the United States for 

million. And I go back and look at that gradual decline 

numbers generally because of the death of so many of 
our members that had become members since the 

time to become concerned about the loss in numbers 
and we lowered the standards of Freemasonry to 
accept new members. As a result, we began to lose the 
petitions from educated professional men, and they 
were the ones that really provided the greatest capable 

Claudiu Ionescu

THOMAS JACKSON
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din Statele Unite, din Australia, din Anglia – din toate 

folosesc un stil de Francmasonerie diferit, mai 

orgoliu nici unul dintre noi nu ar fi realizat tot ce a 

am plecat. În al doilea an în postul de Mare Secretar 

leadership to the organization. Then, in order to try to 
increase our membership again, we began to raise 
monies to give to public charities – as a result, we 
destroyed our image in society and again that led to a 
continual decline in numbers. The result today is now 
we’re looking at Freemasonry in the United States, in 

countries, which evolved pretty much the same style of 
Freemasonry – we’re looking at a continual decline in 
our numbers. In the United States we’ve developed a 
program which we call “Traditional Style of 

developing lodges that use a different style of 
Freemasonry and are more similar to the European 
style of Freemasonry, in Western Europe. Kent 

for a long enough period of time to show an impact. 
In Eastern Europe – in fact, probably all over the 

world – I would say our greatest challenge to 
Freemasonry today is the internal variables we can 
find in Freemasonry. In the past, our greatest 
challenges have been from governments and from 

never had a great impact on Freemasonry, we’ve 
always been able to rise above these challenges. 
Today, I don’t think our greatest challenges are 

challenges are internal, in the loss of capable 
leadership, the development of big egos. I made the 
emphasis many, many times that every one of us have 
gained what we have gained in our lives because we 
have an ego driving us, that without that ego none of 
us would have accomplished what we’ve accomplished. 

speech I made the observation that we did, indeed, 
gain everything that we have gained in our lives by the 
use of our egos, but that the legacy that we will leave 
behind will depend far more upon our ability to 
control our ego than to use our ego. Regretfully, that 
becomes our greatest challenge today, and it’s a result, 
very frankly – certainly in our country, certainly in 

forgetting where we came from. I wrote a little prayer 

forget where I came from, and let me know when to 

where they came from, and so many did not know 
when to quit. As a result, the legacy they left behind, 
in spite of all their contributions, the legacy they left 
behind was a negative legacy, instead of a positive one. 

Sursa / Source: https://youtube.com/c/masonicforum
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JEFFREY M. WILLIAMSON

The global Freemasonry 
is much more improved 
and robust because Tom 

served our Fraternity

torici diferite prezentate de anumite 

pus la încercare în misiunea mea 

Respectabilul Thomas W. Jackson 

participa în mod regulat la Conventul Anual al Marii 

vreme, Drept Respectabilul Thomas W. Jackson nu 

It has been said in our ritual 
that “Truth is a Divine attribute 

The young pilgrim who seeks 

international Masonic landscape 
will quickly become “bogged 

confronted by a cacophony of 
diverse opinions and rhetoric 
presented by certain jurisdictions 
and entities; each promoting  their 
own agendas.

Right Worshipful Thomas W. 
Jackson rose to the occasion in 
many instances to point the way 

surrounding an issue. Our friendship started many 

Jackson was presented the Distinguished Achievement 

the highest honor that can be conferred in our 
jurisdiction. 

Freemasonry, his opinion was highly sought by many 
leaders of Freemasonry, especially when dealing with 

would not only be completely conversant about an 
issue but most likely would have direct personal 
knowledge about an issue because he was present 

Many times, I found it necessary to telephone Right 
Worshipful Thomas W. Jackson at his home in 

always took my call. When he was out of the country, 
he would always make contact when he returned.
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Al vostru,
Jeffrey M. Williamson

it came to international issues and held no animosity 
against anyone or any jurisdiction. His only interest 

In my opinion, the entire Masonic Community lost 
one of the most celebrated and influential Masons of 
this generation. The condition of global Freemasonry 
is much more improved and robust because he served 
our great fraternity. His skillful leadership, judgement, 
and careful considerations will be sorely missed for 

W. Jackson forever and hold him in the palm of His 

Jeffrey M. Williamson
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EDMUND T. HARRISON

cuvinte despre Tom Jackson e o 

Tom când am intrat în Masoneria 

Din câte îmi amintesc, Tom vorbea 

scris un eseu foarte sensibil în sprijinul cauzei mele. Nu 

Cu drag, Ted

To be asked to offer some 
comment about Tom Jackson is an 
honor in itself. I first became 
acquainted with Tom when I was 
introduced to International 
freemasonry by my appointment to 
the office of Regional Deputy 

Chapter of Royal Arch Masons 
International. Tom was speaking at 
a CMI conference as I recall, and I 
was introduced to him in my new 
capacity. It was a great opportunity 
for me to learn from the master 
and he guided me well. He offered 

to assist me and consult on challenges as I faced them. 
I quickly realized what a source of information I had 
tapped in to as he provided insight into almost every 
challenge I had. 

Scribe, Tom offered to support me and wrote a very 
sensible testimonial for my cause. I have no doubt 
that its impact had much to do with my getting 

learning opportunity for me. Tom graciously accepted 

for me and always made us grateful that he had found 
the time to spend with us. The last occasion that I had 
to lean on Tom was two years ago when we were 

when we were overloaded with challenges that we 
shared with Tom, he came back with the answer to 

insight that that issue has been resolved today 

of masons are still able to benefit from the best that 
the craft has to offer because of his wise and 
thoughtful guidance and direction. May the memory 
of his smile, quick retort, insight and gravelly voice 
remain alive in our hearts forevermore. May he rest 

Cordially,  Ted
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ARAS KAZAZ

Virtus Junxit Mors Non Separabit
Drept Respectabilul Frate 

atunci când era Cea Mai Mare 
Nevoie. 

au avut drept rezultat numeroase 

noastre.
Despre felul lui de a conduce 

Drept Respectabilul Frate Thomas W. Jackson a 

DRF Thomas W. Jackson voia ca Viitorul 

neîncetate.

literally a lifetime inside The Craft. 
He was one of the few who has 
worked around the globe to bring 

Challenges of the Craft when there 

His unique mindset and his 
unitarily approach to Freemasonry 
by understanding traditional 

years long journey had resulted 
with numerous learnings for the 
future of our Craft. 

His inspirational leadership 

tions based on his observations 

masonry can only be described 

greatest organization ever conceived by the mind of 
man. It has impacted the evolution of civil society 
beyond that of any organization outside of organized 

Freemasonry be safe regardless of numbers and 
statistics. He was a man of Honor and his brotherly 
love has taken him to a level and dedication of service 
to the Craft and his fellow brethren. All of us knew 
about his passion and his selflessness devoted to our 
community so that he travelled the whole world in 
the name of perfecting the Craft and unite with his 
brethren by giving them insights based on his wisdom 
and commitment. 

He will always be remembered in our hearts with 
his legacy that I hope we will all live to fulfil with our 
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VICTOR GILLEN

Tom mi-a fost Frate, Tom has been Brother, 
Friend and Companion

Dragul meu frate Claudiu 
Ionescu,

în Italia, în cadrul Conventului 

definitiv. 
Asta se întâmpla pe vremea 

comuniste, unde ne întâlneam 
adesea. Discutam mereu despre 

care se constituia Francmasoneria 

presentimentul. Tom a plecat la Orientul Etern.

mereu amintirea.

Ionescu,
I met Tom Jackson for the first 

time in Italy at the official meeting 

We became friends forever. 
This was in the time of the 

countries, where we often met. 
Our discussions were always about 
Freemasonry and the manner in 
which Free Masonry constituted 

itself in all these countries. 
Tom had vast Masonic knowledge and I learned a 

lot from him. I even had the pleasure of inviting him 

Recently I had lost contact with him and was trying 
to reconnect. I had a very bad feeling. The mail from 

went to the Eternal Orient.

International Free Masonry will keep a great 
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RÜDIGER TEMPLIN

Amintiri despre un 

Tom Jackson, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, SUA

Memories about an 

Tom Jackson, 
Philadelphia, Penn., USA

a emis un timbru masonic cu figura 
lui Tom. De asemenea, a fost un 

Francmasoneriei în Europa de Est.

armonie cu francmasoni de pe toate 

la un moment dat.

Tom’s loss is a great one, because 
Tom was a worldwide accepted 

they even presented a masonic 
stamp with a picture of Tom – and 
he was also a powerful supporter 
of Eastern European Masonic 
development.

organized and led the World 
Conferences of Regular Masonic 

Freemasons from all continents.
His view about strengthening 

Africa and Europe – especially in 
the East – has always influenced this process.

Now we understand that he has passed away – he 
has taken the road that all of us must take at some 
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EUGEN OVIDIU CHIROVICI
Honorary Director, MASONIC FORUM Magazine

Tom a fost un suporter Tom was an enthusiastic 
supporter of Romania

de Mare Maestru. Trei luni mai tîrziu, 

an. Începînd chiar de atunci, am 

înfocat decît Tom.
Eram amîndoi admiratori ai 

I met Thomas W. Jackson in 

Romania, a short time after I was 

later we met again in Chile, the country 
that hosted that year’s World 
Conference. Starting from that very 
moment, we fought many battles 
together without losing any of 
them. I don’t think that Romanian 
Freemasonry in particular and our 
country in general has ever had a more 
enthusiastic supporter than Tom.

We both admired the Old West 
and the mythology of the American 
Frontier, so with the help of Mike, 
one of the last authentic cowboys, we 

on the trail of the famous Mountain 
Men, the hunters from the golden age of the fur trade 

health had deteriorated constantly over the last years, 
so we never did get to put our plan into action. Three 

now show you below, just as it was written:

I heard that he had finally found his peace.
I will stop here now because, although I am a writer, 

I know that these imperfect constructs we call words 

we try and put them together. So long, cowboy, see you 
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In Memoriam Thomas W. Jackson

noscut, prezent peste tot 

face spre eterna pomenire 
numele lui Thomas. Nu voi 

Eugen Ovidiu Chirovici, 

ocupa de organizarea vizitei în 

eram Asistentul Marelui 

unui vizitator de asemenea rang sosit pentru prima 

sale estetice, culinare, de agrement, loisir etc.

concertele de calitate, obiectivele turistice de care, har 

I write this with a heavy 
heart, thinking about the 

Mason. His CV is widely 
known, I am sure, as it is 
present everywhere where 
they did and will be doing a 
requiem for Thomas. I will not 
go further in this direction.

I first met him when he 
first came to Romania, when 

Ovidiu Chirovici the honor to 
organize the visit for Right 

Jackson and his companion, 

had for some years now been 

visitor on his first visit to our country, nor did we 
know his preferences in terms of art, cuisine, 
entertainment and so on.

It was no small surprise for me to find that Tom was 

humor, used to go down or up to any diplomatic level 
required. I was happy to find out that he liked hiking, 
hunting, fishing, fresh air, good concerts, enjoying 

small amount of those – and most of all that he loved 

Over the course of the visit I was accompanied by 

using the most beautiful words, the wonderful places 
we visited and the Fraternal Agapes that were held 
everywhere we went.
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avut loc peste tot unde am fost.

Îmi telefona foarte des din Statele Unite, 

Cu adânc respect, petrec amintirea ta spre Orientul 
Etern, Iubite Frate, Thomas W. Jackson.

love with Romania and Romanian Freemasonry.
He used to call me a lot from the United States, each 

time thanking me for the joy of having visited the 

Moldova, where he was happy to just look at some 
wonderful red deer, bears and wild boars.

joy and honor of having known the true friendship 
of a great Man and Mason who helped Masonic 

It is with the utmost respect that I see your 
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GAÉTAN MENTOR  

Nemuritorul 
Tom Jackson

The Immortal 
Tom Jackson

cauze nobile.

nemuritori.
Este un privilegiu rar, rezervat 

deplin spirituali.

decembrie 2021, ziua în care a 

recunoscut, a semnat în ianuarie 2012, sub egida 

Înalt Respectabilul Frate Tomas Alvarez Manrique, 

Interamericane (CMI).

people don’t die. They take three 
steps away from us and pass 
beyond in order to become 
Ancestors, that is Immortals, in the 
service of a noble cause.

Not everyone is destined to 
become an Ancestor.

It is a rare privilege, kept only 

in the service of others and were 
deeply spiritual.

Such was the case of a Most 

I knew well and came to collaborate 
and love him like a brother between 

day when he decided to put out his 

his work on the building site of a better humanity to 
an end.

between us and brought us together as two brothers 
from the same numerous and diverse family.

recognized, signed in January 2012, under the aegis of 

jurisdiction and the other one.
This was a premiere for Haiti.

of the documents, when talks about a unique 
constitution for the united jurisdiction first began. Tom 
Jackson was kept up to date with the entire process, 
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accesorii masonice primite în întreaga lume, despre 
 

Statelor Unite ale Americii, a fost numit Membru de 
Onoare al Consiliului Suprem din Republica Haiti, 

2017.

Unite ale Americii.

folos.
Din Chimist a devenit Alchimist, prin gestionarea 

always in the warmth of fraternal friendship and 

Tom often talked to me about his numerous 
travels, his collection of medals, diplomas and other 
masonic accessories he had received from all over the 

from Court was also a member etc.

the United States of America, was named Honorary 
Member of the Supreme Council of the Republic 
of Haiti, the only recognized and regular jurisdiction 
of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite in the 
country, a jurisdiction which I had the honor of 
leading since 2017.

We saw each other again in the State of Mato 

him by plane to go hunting, and also in the State of 

part together in a special masonic meeting for the 

I was very happy to be close to this giant of World 

for eternity on a great plaque at the entrance of the 

ineffaceable letters are those of foreign brothers Oscar 

the same plane to another city in the United States. 

Jurisdiction of the United States of America.
The sun shined over Thomas W. Jackson, born to 

Duane T. and Roseazella Malley Jackson at McKeesport, 

This chemist and biologist with a master’s degree 
in zoology won universal fame in a global fraternity 
where his knowledge of chemistry, biology and 
zoology must have aided him.

From a Chemist he became and Alchemist by 

the challenges he faced in order to handle the rivalries 

which didn’t see the strengthening and structuring of 

good eyes, at least at the time.
A small anecdote. I was at the World Conference of 

in the name of the conference.
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meu Frate Claudiu Ionescu.

în inima mea, în amintirea mea, unde zâmbetul lui va 

Tom was a patient Wise Man, who always listened 
more than he spoke. He would always offer his smile 
and advice.

Having travelled the world over, he became 
interested, as a biologist, in the life of our great 
masonic institution. He studied and understood 
things so well that he was made Honorary Member 

the privilege of having his face printed on a stamp in 

Our African brothers installed him symbolically on 

part of the Ivory Coast.
He used zoology, the discourse (logos) about the 

animal, in Freemasonry, as he published his thoughts 

Claudiu Ionescu.
While the mortal remains of Most Illustrious and 

his writings, his deeds and his memory will never stop 
travelling throughout the world, and especially in 
Haiti, in my heart, in my mind, where his smile will 
remain immortal.
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Qualities of a 
successful liderlider de succes

apoi am dobândit ceea ce am devenit. 

I answered a great deal of that in my last 
responses. First of all, you have to recognize that in 
many cases the leaders that we find inherited the 

some abilities to begin with, and great leaders really 
did inherit the quality for their greatness. 

Secondly, all great leaders have to acquire some of 
that ability also. I spent 17 years as a biology teacher 
and I emphasized, as a biologist, we are what we are 
for two reasons: the first reason – we inherited what 
we were, but then we acquired what we became. 

The same is true in leadership. First of all, you 
have to have some abilities to be a leader, but 
secondly you have to acquire abilities to be a great 
leader. And in order to be a great leader and to 
leave a legacy, you also have to be able to control 
that ego. I’ve seen so many good men, great leaders 
in Freemasonry, who let their egos become their 
driving force in their lives. 

So, to be a good leader you have to have inherited 
the potential to be a leader, then you have to use that 
potential. I used to use the illustration when I was 
teaching that I look at the world today with its lack 
of some of the great artists and great scientists that 

Vinci and Newton, and great athletes and I 
emphasized at the time that no matter how much I 
tried to practice art I would never be a Da Vinci or a 
Michelangelo, I would never be a great scientist, like 
Newton, I would never be a great musician like 
Mozart, because I simply did not have that ability. 

music he would never be remembered as a great 
musician, Michelangelo would never have been a 
great artist had he not been given the capability or 
the opportunity to be a great artist. So you have to 
first of all have the inherent ability to specific 

it’s a case of inheritance and environment. 

of all have the ability to be the leader, but you also 

we wouldn’t know them today.

Claudiu Ionescu

THOMAS JACKSON

Sursa / Source: https://youtube.com/c/masonicforum
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Viitorul Breslei
Freemasonry: the Rites and 

the future of the Craft

Francmasoneriei. Fiecare rit de 

este vorba despre un Rit sau un 

depinde apoi de mediul în care 

auzit de multe ori spunând asta, eu pun accentul pe 

Well, first of all, you have to look 
at the structure of Freemasonry to 
begin with. Every appendant body, 
regardless of whether it’s one of 
the Rites or one of the other 
appendant bodies, is subject to the 

operating in the jurisdiction. The 
relationship between the Rites, as 
you refer to them – and I’m sure 
you’re referring here to the 

the relationship between them 

between them then depends upon 

look at the areas of the world in which the Rites and 

the United States, in North America, all of North 

in each jurisdiction and the Rites in each jurisdiction – 
there is no issue. All of the Rites recognize the authority 

Therefore, it’s more difficult today, in some cases in 

the bodies within them – are independent bodies and 
have the authority to operate their bodies as long as 

and are free to operate without interference in their 

Claudiu Ionescu

THOMAS JACKSON
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sunt cele mai mari. Acesta e motivul pentru care 

Francmasonerie în Europa de Est: provocarea e mai 

este un fenomen relativ nou, provocarea este mai 

They have right to operate without any interference 

As you all know, you’ve heard me often enough in 

of the appendant organizations. I probably belong to 

appreciate every one of them. I’ve been a presiding 

There again, we go back to different areas of the 
world. 

countries we’re going to be struggling to survive. For 

membership, as we have done in North America, and 
not realize that unless we can do something to 
reverse that trend there’s not a great future for 

Hopefully the attempts we are making in the 
United States today and in Canada, with their 
traditional observant style of Freemasonry, hopefully 
this will reverse the trend. It’s going to take a long 
period of time, but there can be a future for 
Freemasonry in these countries. I look at the greatest 

in Africa, and the reason I say that is that you’re 

being offered the greatest challenges. And I’ve 

its best when its challenges have been the greatest. 
This is the reason I think you have a great future for 
Freemasonry in Eastern Europe: there’s a greater 
challenge, but there’s also a greater need. 

In countries that have stabilized their governments, 

for generations and the styles of government have been 
stabilized, there’s a lesser need for the influence. I don’t 
mean there’s no need, but there’s a lesser need for the 
influence of Freemasonry. There will always be a need, 
because there will always be a need to make good men 
better, but there’s a lesser need for the influence in the 
evolution of the society in these countries. 

In Eastern Europe and in Africa, where 
Freemasonry is a relatively new phenomenon, there’s 
a greater challenge. Africa has massive challenges 
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moveze filosofia Francmasoneriei. 

because of the different cultures, different countries, 
different religions, the different languages – the 

very positive, I’ve liked what I’ve seen. My greatest 
fear in Africa is there’s so much of an appreciation for 
the significance of Freemasonry in the indigenous 
cultures that it can be used to promote individuals, 
rather than to promote the philosophy of Freemasonry. 

This can happen in Eastern Europe also, but I 

countries – this is the reason I think there is a great 
future for Freemasonry in the world. I don’t think 
there will ever be a time when Freemasonry will not 

curtailed for a long period of time, but I don’t see any 

always going to be that need. Hopefully we can find 
the leadership that becomes devoted to the purpose 
of the Craft, rather than to themselves. And that’s 
always been a challenge, but it’s a greater challenge, 
unfortunately, today in much of the world. 

Sursa / Source: https://youtube.com/c/masonicforum
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MIRELA ELENA ENE   |    Editor in Chief, MASONIC FORUM Magazine

Femeia în societate Women in Society 
and Freemasonry

Emanciparea femeii a ajuns la 

poate face orice vrea. 

zis. Cu toate acestea, prima femeie 

cadrul University Scheme.

Women’s emancipation has 
reached its peak, and nowadays 
women can be and do whatever 
they want.

However, admission of women 
in Freemasonry is a gradual process 
that differs from one age to another 
and from one state to another. 
Historically speaking, the presence 

th century, 
naturally, with some limitations 
and conditions imposed by their 
status in the age. This suggests 
that their access was not strictly 

woman initiated in the mysteries 
of Freemasonry was Elisabeth 

Aldworth, in Ireland, around the year 1712, in 
circumstances rather unusual for a woman of the time. 
It apparently was only an attempt that collided several 
years later with the Constitutions of Anderson that 
stated, among other things, that it was forbidden to 
receive women in a Masonic lodge. As such, henceforth 

th

th century marks the 
beginning of Freemasonry opening its doors for 
women as well, after centuries in which Masonry had 

didn’t stop here, because the feminist manifestations 
at the beginning of the 20th century helped found 

and wherein Masonic rituals were performed similar 

the appendant female bodies in the United Kingdom, 
at least in the University Scheme. The evolution of 
female Freemasonry will surely not stop here, because 
the woman was created by the Divinity as the man’s 
equal and, at least from this point of view, it is natural 
that the two of them have equal positions in any area.
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Photos from the installation of the Grand Master of Gabon
Libreville, October 31st, 2009
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Photos from the World Conference of the Grand Lodges
Libreville, Gabon, 3-5 November 2009
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Photos from the installation of the Grand Master of Mozambique
Maputo, 9-11 July 2009
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Photos from the  World Conference of the Grand Lodges
Washington DC, USA, 8-9 May, 2008
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Perspective Masonice – Gândurile unui Mare Secretar
este prima carte a lui Thomas Jackson tradus\ în române[te.
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Photos from the  Moscow – Installation of GM (24 June 2007) and the 
Annual Communication of GL of Russia (2-3 July 2010)
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Thomas Jackson – a Life dedicated to Freemasonry
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